Several methods of mapping the route information to ATM labels exist. In the simplest form, each source-destination pair is mapped to a unique VC value at a switch. This method, called the non-VC merging case, allows the receiver to easily reassemble cells into respective packets since the VC values can be used to distinguish the senders. However, if there are n sources and destinations, each switch is potentially required to manage O(n^2) VC labels for full-meshed connectivity. For example, if there are 1,000 sources/destinations, then the size of the VC routing table is on the order of 1,000,000 entries. Clearly, this method is not scalable to large networks. In the second method called VP merging, the VP labels of cells that are intended for the same destination would be translated to the same outgoing VP value, thereby reducing VP consumption downstream. For each VP, the VC value is used to identify the sender so that the receiver can reconstruct packets even though cells from different packets are allowed to interleave. Each switch is now required to manage O(n) VP labels -a considerable saving from O(n^2). Although the number of label entries is considerably reduced, VP merging is limited to only 4,096 entries at the network-to-network interface. Moreover, VP merging requires coordination of the VC values for a given VP, which introduces more complexity. A third method, called VC merging, maps incoming VC labels for the same destination to the same outgoing VC label. This method is scalable and does not have the space constraint problem as in VP merging. With VC merging, cells for the same destination is indistinguishable at the output of a switch. Therefore, cells belonging to different packets for the same destination cannot interleave with each other, or else the receiver will not be able to reassemble the packets. With VC merging, the boundary between two adjacent packets are identified by the "End-ofPacket" (EOP) marker used by AAL 5.
It is worthy to mention that cell interleaving may be allowed if we use the AAL 3/4 Message Identifier (MID) field to identify the sender uniquely. However, this method has some serious drawbacks as: 1) the MID size may not be sufficient to identify all senders, 2) the encapsulation method is not efficient, 3) the CRC capability is not as powerful as in AAL 5, and 4) AAL 3/4 is not as widely supported as AAL 5 in data communications.
Before VC merging with no cell interleaving can be qualified as the most promising approach, two main issues need to be addressed. First, the feasibility of an ATM switch that is capable of merging VCs needs to be investigated. Second, there is widespread concern that the additional amount of buffering required to implement VC merging is excessive and thus making the VC-merging method impractical. Through analysis and simulation, we will dispel these concerns in this document by showing that the additional buffer requirement for VC merging is minimal for most practical purposes. Other performance related issues such as additional delay due to VC merging will also be discussed.
A VC-Merge Capable MPLS Switch Architecture
In principle, the reassembly buffers can be placed at the input or output side of a switch. If they are located at the input, then the switch fabric has to transfer all cells belonging to a given packet in an atomic manner since cells are not allowed to interleave. This requires the fabric to perform frame switching which is not flexible nor desirable when multiple QoSs need to be supported. On the other hand, if the reassembly buffers are located at the output, the switch fabric can forward each cell independently as in normal ATM switching. Placing the reassembly buffers at the output makes an output-buffered ATM switch a natural choice.
We consider a generic output-buffered VC-merge capable MPLS switch with VCI translation performed at the output. Other possible architectures may also be adopted. The switch consists of a nonblocking cell switch fabric and multiple output modules (OMs), each is associated with an output port. Each arriving ATM cell is appended with two fields containing an output port number and an input port number. Based on the output port number, the switch fabric forwards each cell to the correct output port, just as in normal ATM switches. If VC merging is not implemented, then the OM consists of an output buffer. If VC merging is implemented, the OM contains a number of reassembly buffers (RBs), followed by a merging unit, and an output buffer. Each RB typically corresponds to an incoming VC value. It is important to note that each buffer is a logical buffer, and it is envisioned that there is a common pool of memory for the reassembly buffers and the output buffer.
The purpose of the RB is to ensure that cells for a given packet do not interleave with other cells that are merged to the same VC. This mechanism (called store-and-forward at the packet level) can be accomplished by storing each incoming cell for a given packet at the RB until the last cell of the packet arrives. When the last cell arrives, all cells in the packet are transferred in an atomic manner to the output buffer for transmission to the next hop. It is worth pointing out that performing a cut-through mode at the RB is not recommended since it would result in wastage of bandwidth if the subsequent cells are delayed. During the transfer of a packet to the output buffer, the incoming VCI is translated to the outgoing VCI by the merging unit. To save VC translation table space, different incoming VCIs are merged to the same outgoing VCI during the translation process if the cells are intended for the same destination. If all traffic is best-effort, full-merging where all incoming VCs destined for the same destination network are mapped to the same outgoing VC, can be implemented. However, if the traffic is composed of multiple classes, it is desirable to implement partial merging, where incoming VCs destined for the same (destination network, QoS) are mapped to the same outgoing VC.
Regardless of whether full merging or partial merging is implemented, the output buffer may consist of a single FIFO buffer or multiple buffers each corresponding to a destination network or (destination network, QoS). If a single output buffer is used, then the switch essentially tries to emulate frame switching. If multiple output buffers are used, VC merging is different from frame switching since cells of a given packet are not bound to be transmitted back-to-back. In fact, fair queueing can be implemented so that cells from their respective output buffers are served according to some QoS requirements. Note that cell-by-cell scheduling can be implemented with VC merging, whereas only packet-by-packet scheduling can be implemented with frame switching. In summary, VC merging is more flexible than frame switching and supports better QoS control.
Performance Investigation of VC Merging
This section compares the VC-merging switch and the non-VC merging switch. The non-VC merging switch is analogous to the traditional output-buffered ATM switch, whereby cells of any packets are allowed to interleave. Since each cell is a distinct unit of information, the non-VC merging switch is a work-conserving system at the cell level. On the other hand, the VC-merging switch is non-work conserving so its performance is always lower than that of the non-VC merging switch. The main objective here is to study the effect of VC merging on performance implications of MPLS switches such as additional delay, additional buffer, etc., subject to different traffic conditions.
In the simulation, the arrival process to each reassembly buffer is an independent ON-OFF process. Cells within an ON period form a single packet. During an OFF periof, the slots are idle. Note that the ON-OFF process is a general process that can model any traffic process.
Effect of Utilization on Additional Buffer Requirement
We first investigate the effect of switch utilization on the additional buffer requirement for a given overflow probability. To carry the comparison, we analyze the VC-merging and non-VC merging case when the average packet size is equal to 10 cells, using geometrically distributed packet sizes and packet interarrival times, with cells of a packet arriving contiguously (later, we consider other distributions). The results show, as expected, the VC-merging switch requires more buffers than the non-VC merging switch. When the utilization is low, there may be relatively many incomplete packets in the reassembly buffers at any given time, thus wasting storage resource. For example, when the utilization is 0.3, VC merging requires an additional storage of about 45 cells to achieve the same overflow probability. However, as the utilization increases to 0.9, the additional storage to achieve the same overflow probability drops to about 30 cells. The reason is that when traffic intensity increases, the VC-merging system becomes more work-conserving.
It is important to note that ATM switches must be dimensioned at high utilization value (in the range of 0.8-0.9) to withstand harsh traffic conditions. At the utilization of 0.9, a VC-merge ATM switch requires a buffer of size 976 cells to provide an overflow probability of 10^{-5}, whereas an non-VC merge ATM switch requires a buffer of size 946. These numbers translate the additional buffer requirement for VC merging to about 3% -hardly an additional buffering cost.
Effect of Packet Size on Additional Buffer Requirement
We now vary the average packet size to see the impact on the buffer requirement. We fix the utilization to 0.5 and use two different average packet sizes; that is, B=10 and B=30. To achieve the same overflow probability, VC merging requires an additional buffer of about 40 cells (or 4 packets) compared to non-VC merging when B=10. When B=30, the additional buffer requirement is about 90 cells (or 3 packets). As expected, the additional buffer requirement in terms of cells increases as the packet size increases. However, the additional buffer requirement is roughly constant in terms of packets. There may be some concern that VC merging may require too much buffering when the number of reassembly buffers increases, which would happen if the switch size is increased or if cells for packets going to different destinations are allowed to interleave. We will show that the concern is unfounded since buffer sharing becomes more efficient as the number of reassembly buffers increases.
To demonstrate our argument, we consider the overflow probability for VC merging for several values of reassembly buffers (N); i.e., N=4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. The utilization is fixed to 0.8 for each case, and the average packet size is chosen to be 10. For a given overflow probability, the increase in buffer requirement becomes less pronounced as N increases. Beyond a certain value (N=32), the increase in buffer requirement becomes insignificant. The reason is that as N increases, the traffic gets thinned and eventually approaches a limiting process.
Effect of Interarrival time Distribution on Additional Buffer
We now turn our attention to different traffic processes. First, we use the same ON period distribution and change the OFF period distribution from geometric to hypergeometric which has a larger Square Coefficient of Variation (SCV), defined to be the ratio of the variance to the square of the mean. Here we fix the utilization at 0.5. As expected, the switch performance degrades as the SCV increases in both the VC-merging and non-VC merging cases. To achieve a buffer overflow probability of 10^{-4}, the additional buffer required is about 40 cells when SCV=1, 26 cells when SCV=1.5, and 24 cells when SCV=2.6. The result shows that VC merging becomes more work-conserving as SCV increases. In summary, as the interarrival time between packets becomes more bursty, the additional buffer requirement for VC merging diminishes.
Effect of Internet Packets on Additional Buffer Requirement
Up to now, the packet size has been modeled as a geometric distribution with a certain parameter. We modify the packet size distribution to a more realistic one for the rest of this document. Since the initial deployment of VC-merge capable ATM switches is likely to be in the core network, it is more realistic to consider the packet size distribution in the Wide Area Network. To this end, we refer to the data given in [6] . The data collected on Feb 10, 1996, in FIX-West network, is in the form of probability mass function versus packet size in bytes. Data collected at other dates closely resemble this one. To convert the IP packet size in bytes to ATM cells, we assume AAL 5 using null encapsulation where the additional overhead in AAL 5 is 8 bytes long [7] . Using the null encapsulation technique, the average packet size is about 6.2 ATM cells.
We examine the buffer overflow probability against the buffer size using the Internet packet size distribution. The OFF period is assumed to have a geometric distribution. Again, we find that the same behavior as before, except that the buffer requirement drops with Internet packets due to smaller average packet size.
Effect of Correlated Interarrival Times on Additional Buffer Requirement
To model correlated interarrival times, we use the DAR(p) process (discrete autoregressive process of order p) [8] , which has been used to accurately model video traffic (Star Wars movie) in [9] . The DAR(p) process is a p-th order (lag-p) discrete-time Markov chain. The state of the process at time n depends explicitly on the states at times (n-1), ..., (n-p).
We examine the overflow probability for the case where the interarrival time between packets is geometric and independent, and the case where the interarrival time is geometric and correlated to the previous one with coefficient of correlation equal to 0.9. The empirical distribution of the Internet packet size from the last section is used. The utilization is fixed to 0.5 in each case. Although, the overflow probability increases as p increases, the additional amount of buffering actually decreases for VC merging as p, or equivalently the correlation, increases. One can easily conclude that higher-order correlation or long-range dependence, which occurs in self-similar traffic, will result in similar qualitative performance.
Slow Sources
The discussions up to now have assumed that cells within a packet arrive back-to-back. When traffic shaping is implemented, adjacent cells within the same packet would typically be spaced by idle slots. We call such sources as "slow sources". Adjacent cells within the same packet may also be perturbed and spaced as these cells travel downstream due to the merging and splitting of cells at preceding nodes.
Here, we assume that each source transmits at the rate of r_s (0 < r_s < 1), in units of link speed, to the ATM switch. To capture the merging and splitting of cells as they travel in the network, we will also assume that the cell interarrival time within a packet is randomly perturbed. To model this perturbation, we stretch the original ON period by 1/r_s, and flip a Bernoulli coin with parameter r_s during the stretched ON period. In other words, a slot would contain a cell with probability r_s, and would be idle with probability 1-r_s during the ON period. By doing so, the average packet size remains the same as r_s is varied. We simulated slow sources on the VC-merge ATM switch using the Internet packet size distribution with r_s=1 and r_s=0.2. The packet interarrival time is assumed to be geometrically distributed. Reducing the source rate in general reduces the stresses on the ATM switches since the traffic becomes smoother. With VC merging, slow sources also have the effect of increasing the reassembly time. At utilization of 0.5, the reassembly time is more dominant and causes the slow source (with r_s=0.2) to require more buffering than the fast source (with r_s=1). At utilization of 0.8, the smoother traffic is more dominant and causes the slow source (with r_s=0.2) to require less buffering than the fast source (with r_s=1). This result again has practical consequences in ATM switch design where buffer dimensioning is performed at reasonably high utilization. In this situation, slow sources only help.
Packet Delay
It is of interest to see the impact of cell reassembly on packet delay. Here we consider the delay at one node only; end-to-end delays are subject of ongoing work. We define the delay of a packet as the time between the arrival of the first cell of a packet at the switch and the departure of the last cell of the same packet. We study the average packet delay as a function of utilization for both VC-merging and non-VC merging switches for the case r_s=1 (back-to-back cells in a packet). Again, the Internet packet size distribution is used to adopt the more realistic scenario. The interarrival time of packets is geometrically distributed. Although the difference in the worstcase delay between VC-merging and non-VC merging can be theoretically very large, we consistently observe that the difference in average delays of the two systems to be consistently about one average packet time for a wide range of utilization. The difference is due to the average time needed to reassemble a packet.
To see the effect of cell spacing in a packet, we again simulate the average packet delay for r_s=0.2. We observe that the difference in average delays of VC merging and non-VC merging increases to a few packet times (approximately 20 cells at high utilization). It should be noted that when a VC-merge capable ATM switch reassembles packets, in effect it performs the task that the receiver has to do otherwise. From practical point-of-view, an increase in 20 cells translates to about 60 micro seconds at OC-3 link speed. This additional delay should be insignificant for most applications.
Security Considerations
There are no security considerations directly related to this document since the document is concerned with the performance implications of VC merging. There are also no known security considerations as a result of the proposed modification of a legacy ATM LSR to incorporate VC merging.
Discussion
This document has investigated the impacts of VC merging on the performance of an ATM LSR. We experimented with various traffic processes to understand the detailed behavior of VC-merge capable ATM LSRs. Our main finding indicates that VC merging incurs a minimal overhead compared to non-VC merging in terms of additional buffering. Moreover, the overhead decreases as utilization increases, or as the traffic becomes more bursty. This fact has important practical consequences since switches are dimensioned for high utilization and stressful traffic conditions. We have considered the case where the output buffer uses a FIFO scheduling. However, based on our investigation on slow sources, we believe that fair queueing will not introduce a significant impact on the additional amount of buffering. Others may wish to investigate this further.
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